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ABSTRACT 

Microfinance Banks are developmental tool that focuses or centers on the 

extension of credit to the rural or low income earners. In recent time, most people 

with questionable characters had penetrated the Microfinance sector and deceive 

them by accessing credit facilities with false collaterals or items already used to 

access credits from other financial institutions. This has caused collision of various 

Microfinance Banks into a particular security item on default of such customers. At 

times such customers may die without liquidating the loan and when each of the 

Microfinance Banks goes for litigation will discover that some other people also 

had such object as collateral items. This study is therefore focused at Designing 

and Implementing a Web Based Loan Security Management System, which will 

assist Microfinance Banks to identify any object that is already in the loan security 

database and avoid having one security item for more than one loan. The system is 

designed based on a three tier architecture running on Microsoft windows 

operating system. The method employed is Structural System Analysis and Design, 

PHP was used for the interface and the database on MYSQL DBMS environments. 

The System is capable of accepting information on loan security items but will 

reject any object already in the database intended to be used as a security for a new 

loan while the amount previously tagged to it had not been liquidated. On 

implementation of the system, the National Association of Microfinance Banks-

Imo State chapter  will have improved decision regarding Securities before loans 

are disbursed, thereby creating quality loans which will reduce recovery cost and 

high rate of Portfolio At Risk.  

Keywords: Microfinance, Loan security, Web based management system, Credit 

     risk management, Portfolio at Risk. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 INTRODUCTION: 

1.1 Background Of The Study 

Microfinance came into prominence in the early 1980’s, although early 

experiments date back to 30 years in Bangladesh, Brazil and other few countries. 

Microfinance is the provision of a broad range of financial services such as 

savings, loans, money transfers and insurance to the active poor, low income 

earners, households and their microenterprises. Officially Microfinance came into 

Nigeria in 2005 from the then community banks and serves as an experimental tool 

for Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) to reach the unbanked populace of the country. 

  

One of the major services Microfinance banks (MFB’s) offer is giving loans. These 

loans are given on agreed terms and conditions between the customer (borrower) 

and the institution (lender). Among the required conditions to acquire a loan from 

any of these MFB’s is a collateral security which should be a property owned by 

the borrower. It may be argued that microfinance bank as a developmental tool is 

aimed at alleviating poverty by increasing income of poor households and reducing 

their vulnerabilities. As a result should be able to address the case of the active 

poor who may not be able to provide security for their loans. 

 

However, it is obvious that 98% of the failed commercial banks in the country was 

as a result of delinquent loans, which was experienced due to poor monitoring and 

lack of adequate security. Majority of the rich have the character of borrowing 

without paying back, and can even use one collateral item to obtain multiple loans 

from the Banks. These set of fraudsters in our society that contributed to the 
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extinction of most of the commercial banks had penetrated into microfinance 

institutions, exhibiting their usual character which contributed to the revocation of 

the license of over 70% of microfinance banks in 2010. 

Over the years however, security or collateral items have been issues in 

Microfinance Banking, in the sense that the member banks of the National 

Association Of Microfinance Banks (NAMBs), Imo State Chapter allows their 

customers to merely list their collateral items for loans in the loan forms without 

actually verifying the authenticity of such items, nor do they have standard ways of 

valuing the security items during loan processing period. As a result most people 

with questionable characters had penetrated into these Microfinance Banks and 

deceive them by accessing credit facilities with false collaterals or items already 

used to access credits from other financial institutions. This has caused collision of 

various MFB’s into a particular security item on default of such customers. 

At times such customers may die without liquidating the loan and when each of the 

MFB goes for litigation will discover that other people also have it as collateral 

items. This study is therefore focused at Designing and Implementing a Web Based 

Loan Collateral-Security Management System, which will assist Microfinance 

Banks to identify any object that is already in the loan security database. The 

System should also address the issue of   loan security management in order to 

improve lending and borrowing activities at the National Association of 

Microfinance Banks (NAMBS), Imo State Chapter  where the study would be 

implemented. 
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National Association Of Microfinance Banks (NAMBS), Imo State Chapter  

National Association of Microfinance Banks (NAMBS) is an umbrella 

organization of all microfinance Banks in Nigeria for which Imo State has it’s own 

chapter. The major aim of the association is to solve common problems together. 

The Association aims to share information from it’s member Banks of which credit 

or Loan information is one of such. Customers of the Association member banks 

can access loans by having  guarantors, personal guarantee or cross guarantee in 

the case of group loan and a tangible collateral as security for the loan, among 

other conditions. Among the conditions, customers find it very difficult to get 

collateral or security to give to the Banks for such loan. Some end up borrowing 

items to use as security and others try to forge and give invalid securities, which 

are already pledged elsewhere for another loan or are properties they have been 

sold or given away and no longer own. Some of these security items may have 

more than one document certifying them. 

The most common collateral or securities used include:- land, with or without title; 

developed and undeveloped plots in commercial areas; motor vehicles, Undated 

cheques, Salary domiciliation documents, deed of transfer from guarantors, third 

party guarantee, etc. 

There are so many microfinance banks in Imo State but the following are the 

registered members of NAMB’S: 

1. Akokwa Microfinance bank 

2. All workers Microfinance bank 

3. Alvana Microfinance bank 

4. Amaifeke Microfinance bank 

5. Amazu Microfinance bank 

6. Amram Microfinance bank 
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7. Amucha Microfinance bank 

8. Arondiuzogu Microfinance bank 

9. Chikum Microfinance bank 

10. Egbemeoha Microfinance bank 

11.  Fame Microfinance bank 

12.  Federal Polythechnic Nekede Microfinance bank 

13. Finca Microfinance bank 

14. Futo Microfinance bank 

15. Green land Microfinance bank 

16. Idiato Microfinance bank 

17. Idiato south Microfinance bank 

18. Ihioma Microfinance bank 

19. Imo poly Microfinance bank 

20. Imo State Microfinance bank 

21. Imo State University Microfinance bank 

22. Isu Microfinance bank 

23. Mbaitolu Microfinance bank 

24. Merit Microfinance bank 

25. Mgbidi Microfinance bank 

26. Nimo Microfinance bank 

27. Nsu Microfinance bank 

28. Nwannegadi Microfinance bank 

29. Obodoukwu Microfinance bank 

30. Oche Microfinance bank 

31. Ogbe- ahiara Microfinance bank 

32.  Ogberuru Microfinance bank 

33.  Okpofe Microfinance bank 
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34.  Okporo Microfinance bank 

35. Omuma Microfinance bank 

36.  Orsu Microfinance bank 

37. Orsu Ihiteukwa Microfinance bank 

38.  Saviour Microfinance bank 

39. Uvuru Microfinance bank 

40.  Vantage Microfinance bank 

Security or collateral among other qualifications is the most important condition as 

it helps to ease the recovery of loaned money. In case of failure to repay the loan, 

the security is sold. Therefore the security determines the amount of money one 

can borrow. 

The work is concentrated on five (5) Microfinance Banks in Owerri for easy 

collection of data and information, and they are Chikum MFB, All Workers MFB, 

Oche  MFB, Imo State MFB and  Nwannegadi MFB. 

 

A web based loan security management System. 

A web based loan security management System is an on line software designed to 

record, store, compare and identify similar security objects in the loan security 

database. 

Web information system or web-based information system according to Wikipedia 

(2015) is an information system that uses Internet web technologies to deliver 

information and services, to users or other information systems/applications. 

Technically, the term Web-Based system according to Imgur (2015), refers to 

those applications or services that are resident on a server that is accessible using a 

Web browser and is therefore accessible from anywhere in the world via the Web. 
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Heng-Li and Jih-Hsin (2003) described Web-based information systems (WIS) as 

information systems that are based on Web technology and are likely to be 

integrated within conventional systems such as database and transaction processing 

systems. 

A web is said to be a powerful medium offering unique marketing, advertising, and 

product and service information. It eases communication opportunities between an 

organization and existing potential customers Kasavana et al (1997). A web can 

give access to a greater store of information than other traditional communication 

media, and provide visitors with the means to select and retrieve only that which 

appeals to them Gilbert (1998). 

The Internet is looked at as a unique  ”interactive” medium. Its unique features 

such as the website have been described to offer a greater degree of interactivity. 

The web design, information and interactivity are indispensable components of 

interaction. Every interaction on the website is based on the interplay of these 

components Miller (1996). 

The Loan Security Management System uses the web because of its ease of 

communication, facilitation of access and greater degree of interactivity. 

 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

National Association of Microfinance Banks Imo state chapter have customers 

who bank with more than one microfinance Bank. These people are free to access 

loans from all microfinance Banks in which they are customers as long as they 

meet the required conditions. Due to the absence of a comprehensive security 

management system, the conditions for assessing loans are analysed manually and 

independently in different Microfinance Banks. People take advantage of this and 

collect more than one loan from different institutions using the same security 

object in all. When  such fraudulent customers default or dies as the case may be, 
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all the lender Banks claim the same security object  which has been pledged as 

collateral to sell and recover their money thus colliding on the same object. 

Therefore, there is need for a system that will help to identify an object that is 

already pledged as security or collateral in another bank and notify the loan 

officers in order to avoid this collision. 

1.3 Aims and Objectives of the Study 

The general objective of this study is to design a web based loan security 

management system, which would assist microfinance Banks to identify any object 

that is already in the loan security database. 

The specifics are: 

i Identify performance indicators of a loan security management system. 

ii To access existing loan security management system based on the identified 

indicators. 

iii. To design an enhanced loan security management system. 

iv. To establish the requirement for the enhanced loan security management 

system. 

v. To implement and text run the new system. 

vi. To compare the performance of the existing system with the new system 

based on the performance indicators. 

vii. To make recommendations based on the findings.   

 

1.4 Research Questions 

i. What are the performance indicators of the loan security management 

system? 

ii. What are the weaknesses of the existing loan security management system? 
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iii. What are the logical and physical design component? 

iv. To what extent does the new system perform better than the old system 

based on the performance indicator? 

1.5 Research Hypothesis 

H0: There is no significant difference between the existing system and the new 

system. 

HA: There is a significant difference between the existing system and the new 

system. 

1.6 Scope of the Study 

NAMBS-Imo State Chapter  with concentration on five microfinance Banks was 

used as a case study to validate the system. Among the conditions required to 

qualify for a loan, the study only looked at collateral security management. The 

study incorporated the use of data flow diagrams, high level models and 

flowcharts. The system interface was designed using PHP and the database was 

structured with MYSQL.  

 

1.7 Significance of the Study 

This study is paramount for it will go a long way in strengthening the financial 

sustainability of Microfinance Banks in Imo State as they guard against the loans 

securities provided by their intending loan customers. 

The beneficiaries of the system under study are the microfinance banks in Owerri 

under the umbrella of National Association of Microfinance Banks (NAMBS) Imo 

State chapter. Each bank that will use the system will be able to do the following: 

i. Detect collateral items provided by a loan customer which has already been 

used to issue loan in another bank. 
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ii. Have uniform loan requirements with other bank, hence an issue of going to 

access loan from another bank with less stringent conditions will be a 

thing of the past. 

iii. Information will be shared easily among the member banks. 

iv. Credit history of loan customers can easily be check before loans can be 

granted. 

v. Quality loans will be created among the banks which will reduce recovery 

efforts.  

vi. Banks will remain sustainable as loan provisioning due to bad loans that 

encroach into their profits will be reduced to minimal. 

 

The system however is used to record and store detailed information about loan 

securities, ensure ownership and commitment to pay as witnessed by guarantors. It 

also compares the intended security for a new loan with the securities already in 

the NAMBS loan security database. If the intended security object for the new loan 

is already in the database, the system notifies the user. This helps NAMBS-Imo 

State Chapter  members banks to avoid having a single security object pledged in 

more than one institution for different loans without the lender Institutions noticing 

it. This system therefore helps to avoid duplication of security, collision and thus 

conflict for one object to sell by more than one institution in case the borrower fails 

to pay.  

It will also ensure that group members using cross guarantee as their form of 

security for their loans were not indebted to any member bank before any loan will 

be granted. Finally, with clearly recorded information and guarantors’ witness, the 

institutions easily recover their money from borrowers which is the major purpose 

of a loan security. 
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1.8 Limitation of the Study 

The researcher faced a number of difficulties in the course of carrying out this 

study especially on trying to get the attention of the Officials of National 

Association of Microfinance Banks (NAMBS) Imo State chapter. 

Also on visit to the five chosen MFB’s to sample their opinion on how they 

manage their collateral items was not an easy one. 

Finance on the other hand was a limiting factor as the researcher did not find it 

easy shuttling for information in the course of the work. 

However, despite all these problems, sufficient and necessary information were 

collected and used. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Historical Development of Loan Collateral-Security Management 

Collateral according to Sanni (2012) is a form of security or insurance received by 

a lender against the borrower’s default.  

Collateral has been used for hundreds of years to provide security against 

the possibility of payment default by the opposing party (or parties) in a trade, 

Putnam (2015). In our modern banking industry collateral is used most prevalently 

as bilateral insurance in over the counter (OTC) financial transactions, Putnam 

(2015). Collateral of some sort is usually required by the counterparties in these 

transactions because it mitigates the risk of payment default.  

Collateral is a contractual device used by borrowers and lenders around the world. 

Generally, the term collateral refers to assets pledged by a borrower to secure a 

loan, Leitner (2006). The lender can seize these assets if the borrower does not 

make the agreed-upon payments on the loan, so the lender has some protection if 

the borrower defaults. Therefore, the use of collateral  as was further asserted by 

Leitner (2006) can make it easier for firms to obtain loans to finance their 

investments. Understanding collateral is important because it is a characteristic 

feature of bank loans, which help to channel resources to their best use. 

Collateral or security is typically required to wholly or partially secure derivative 

transactions between institutional counterparties such as banks, broker-dealers, 

hedge funds, and lenders.  

The practice of putting up collateral in exchange for a loan has long been a part of 

the lending process between businesses. With more institutions seeking credit, as 
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well as the introduction of newer forms of technology, the scope of collateral 

management has grown. Increased risks in the field of finance have inspired 

greater responsibility on the part of borrowers, and it is the aim of the collateral 

management to make sure the risks are as low as possible for the parties involved. 

Collateral management is the method of granting, verifying, and giving advice on 

collateral transactions in order to reduce credit risk in unsecured financial 

transactions, Paul Harding and Christian Johnson (2002). The fundamental idea of 

collateral management is very simple, that is cash or securities are passed from one 

counterparty to another as security for a credit exposure. 

Collateral management began in the 1980s, with Bankers Trust and Salomon 

Brothers taking collateral against credit exposure. There were no legal standards, 

and most calculations were performed manually on spreadsheets. It is used in 

banking to help secure against the chances of somebody defaulting on a payment. 

The primary purpose for collateralization according to Putnam (2015) is to reduce 

risk exposure from the party in the net positive (gain) position to the party in the 

net negative (loss) position throughout the life of a transaction. 

 

Collateral management however, got more popularity after the global financial 

crisis of 2008.The global financial crisis of 2008 is considered by many economists 

to be the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression of the 1930s, Omgeo 

(2001). It resulted in both the collapse and the threat of collapse of major financial 

institutions, government bailouts, and downturns in stock markets around the 

world. The crisis played a significant role in the failure of key businesses, declines 

in consumer wealth estimated in trillions of US dollars and a downturn in 
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economic activity leading to the 2008–2012 global recession, as well as 

contributed to the European sovereign-debt crisis.  

While there were many causes of the crisis, one of the primary reasons for the 

downfall was the abundance of high risk, complex derivative transactions in the 

market, often used by financial institutions to leverage against their existing 

capital. When valuation volatility occurred, the lack of robust risk monitoring and 

non optimal collateral management processes limited firms’ ability to meet their 

obligations. In many instances, due to substandard technology institutions were 

unable to calculate or monitor their exposure to counterparty default risk. Firms 

simply could not ascertain, with a reasonable level of accuracy, how exposed they 

were to any specific counterparty. 

However, collateral management has evolved rapidly in the last 15-20 years with 

increasing use of new technologies, competitive pressures in the institutional 

finance industry, and heightened counterparty risk from the wide use of 

derivatives, securitization of asset pools, and leverage.  As a result, collateral 

management now encompasses multiple complex and interrelated functions. 

Collaterization is the act of securing a transaction with collateral.  It has multiple 

uses which fall under the umbrella of collateral management. Collateral 

Management is now more at the centre-stage than ever before. The 2008 financial 

crisis and the role derivatives played in it compelled the market regulators to 

reassess the risks posed by various derivative instruments and reengineer the way 

they ideally should originate, clear and settle tasks. This prompted a sea of global 

regulations like EMIR, DFA, Basel III and MiFID II amongst many others with a 

primary objective of increasing market stability and resiliency, enhancing 

transparency and reducing counterparty, operational and liquidity risk. 
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With the advent of these reforms including “liquidity coverage ratio”, it become 

more imperative for firms to manage and hold on to higher quality collateral assets 

in their books with the sun setting on the unsecured lending business, getting 

replaced with secured lending, Narayanan and Kansal (2012). 

2.2 Theoretical and Conceptual framework of the study 

2.2.1 Management Systems and Risk Management 

Richard Daft (2008) stated that management is the process used to accomplish 

organizational goals through planning, organizing, leading, and controlling people 

and other organizational resources.  

Management according to Hennie (1998) is the capacity of the board of directors 

and management in their respective roles to identify, measure, monitor and control 

risks of an institution’s activities and to ensure financial institution’s safe, sound 

and efficient operations in compliance with applicable laws and regulations as 

reflected in its rating. 

Risk management according to the journal of Non profit risk management centre 

(2014) is the continuing process to identifying risk, assessing how serious or severe 

the risks are, and determining ways to address that uncertain future with a goal of 

avoiding harm and financial losses. 

It focuses on those events that may cause injury to a nonprofit’s client, its assets 

and reputation. 

Depending on the scope and nature of the institution’s management activities, 

management practices need to address the following risk; credit, market, 

operations, liquidity and other risks. Sound management practices are dominated 

by active oversight by Board of directors and management, competent personnel, 

adequate policies, processes and control taking into consideration the size and 

sophistication of the institution. 
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Among all the risk listed above, credit risk is the most common and often the most 

serious vulnerability in a microfinance institution, is the deterioration in loan 

portfolio quality that results in loan losses and high delinquency management 

costs. Also known as default risk, credit risk relates to client failure to meet the 

terms of a loan contract. 

One microloan does not pose a significant credit risk because it is such a small 

percentage of the total portfolio. Since most microloans are unsecured, however, 

delinquency can quickly spread from a handful of loans to a significant portion of 

the portfolio. This contagious effect is exacerbated by the fact that microfinance 

portfolios often have a high concentration in certain business sectors. 

Consequently, a large number of clients may be exposed to the same external 

threat, like a crackdown on street vending or a livestock disease. These factors 

create volatility in microloan portfolio quality, heightening the importance of 

controlling credit risk. 

 Identification and monitoring of credit transactions that may lead to risk are  key 

measures of management and so requires an efficient management System. 

Amin Yazdani (2015) opined that a management system is a proven framework for 

managing and continually improving an organization's policies, procedures and 

processes. It is used to ensure that an organization can fulfill all tasks required to 

achieve its objectives. 

Jim Nelson (2012) further states that management system helps the organization to 

achieve these goals through a number of strategies, including process optimization, 

management focus and disciplined management thinking can help, by unlocking 

the potential in the organization. Implementing an effective management system 

can however help an organization  to: 
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i. Manage it’s social, environmental and financial risks 

ii. Improve operational effectiveness 

iii. Reduce costs 

iv. Increase customer and stakeholder satisfaction 

v. Protect it’s brand and reputation 

vi. Achieve continual improvement 

vii. Promote innovation 

viii. Remove barriers to trade 

ix. Bring clarity to the marketplace 

By using a proven management system one will be able to continually renew it’s 

organizational mission, strategies, operations and service levels. 

In addition, Llewleyn (1998) states that management performance leads to efficient 

banking system and the more efficient the banking system, the lower the 

intermediation costs. Efficiency depends on the means of management. As 

advanced by Duggleby et al (1992). Credit managers require special training to do 

forward planning using financial projections and other planning tools. 

The primary role of the banking sector in a free market economy is to channel 

savings to investment and in the course of carrying out this obligation, there exist 

some transaction cost between the lender and the borrower which includes 

opportunity costs of time spent in navigating cumbersome borrowing procedures, 

transportation costs on monitoring, costs of providing acceptable collateral and in 

some cases bribes to influence lending, Desai and Mellor (1993). At times, loan 

officers connive with some customers to forge security items in order to make such 

loans to sail. There is therefore need to build a system that can help to minimize 

these costs through the web technology. 
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2.2.2 Loan Collateral-Security 

In financial institution, a loan is a debt evidenced by a note which specifies, among 

other things, the principal amount, interest rate, and date of repayment. A loan 

entails the reallocation of the subject asset(s) for a period of time, between the 

lender and the borrower, Techteenauz (2014).   

In a loan, the borrower initially receives or borrows an amount of money, called 

the principal, from the lender, and is obligated to pay back or repay an equal 

amount of money or repay an equal amount to the lender at a later time. Typically, 

the money is paid back in regular installments, or partial repayments; in an annuity, 

each installment is the same amount. 

The loan is generally provided at a cost, referred to as interest on the debt, which 

provides an incentive for the lender to engage in the loan. 

A security loan according to Fleisig (1996) is a type of collateralized loan that is 

granted to a borrower once some type of asset has been declared collateral for the 

loan. Unlike some other types of loan arrangements, the asset used for collateral 

may be real estate, securities such as stocks, bonds, and commodities, or other 

property that can be liquidated with relative ease in order to settle the amount due 

on the loan. This broader range of potential collateral helps to distinguish a 

security loan from other types of secured and unsecured loans offered by various 

financial institutions.  

One of the main benefits of a security loan is the fact that someone who doesn’t 

own real estate, but does own other types of marketable securities, can still secure 

a loan when needed. Assuming that the applicant has a reasonable credit rating, 

and there are not any pre-existing claims on the assets presented for consideration 
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as collateral, the process of obtaining the loan is likely to take no more than a day 

or so. The speed of processing the loan can be very important when the borrower 

needs to secure funds for some purpose as soon as possible.  

As with other types of secured loans, the various assets pledged as collateral for a 

security loan must remain in the possession of the borrower for the duration of the 

loan. For example, if shares of stock are pledged as collateral for the loan, the 

borrower cannot sell those shares without the express permission of the lender. 

Typically, if the borrower does wish to sell the assets, he or she must provide some 

other asset for consideration as collateral to the lender. If the lender finds the asset 

valuable and marketable enough to justify the remaining amount due on the loan, 

there is a good chance that the borrower will be granted permission to sell the 

shares, and the alternative collateral noted on the amended loan agreement. 

According to Securities Exchange Act of 1934, security is property, which is 

pledged as collateral for a loan. It is a binding pledge made by lender to the 

borrower to make a loan usually at a stated interest rate within a given period of 

time for a given purpose, subject to the compliance of the borrower to stated 

conditions. Collateral security is an additional security supplied by the borrower to 

obtain a loan. 

Security according to Cole (2010) gives the lender comfort that if the borrower 

goes under he will have a better chance of recovering the value of the loan. The 

better the security, the better the chances. 

Chan and Thaker (1987) agrees with the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 that 

Collateral security is an additional security supplied by borrower to obtain a loan 

and is most commonly used to mean some security in addition to the personal 
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obligation of the borrower to repay a loan. It is pledged to reduce the risk of 

montage. In many transactions of credit market, collateral is pledged in exchange 

for the receipt of a loan. 

 

Puni (1998) adds that Security is normally some kind of asset that you identify to 

the lender. If you can not repay the loan, the lender has the right to take the 

security and sell it to recover the outstanding value of the loan. He goes on in his 

guide to give the roles of security in obtaining a business loan giving the questions 

that lenders will want satisfactory answers to, one of which is ”what security do 

you have?” Lenders like to have security also called collateral in case you are 

unable to repay the loan because of unforeseen circumstances. 

 

McNaughton (1992) defines collateral as a tangible asset in which a bank takes 

security interest. Taking collateral as loan support gives control over the asset to 

the bank and incase of default, it becomes an important secondary source of 

repayment. Discussing market practices and how they differ with regard to 

collateral, he argued that in developing countries, collateral lending is the norm 

and primary consideration in the extension of credit. That good credit management 

does not consider collateral as substitute for credit worthiness but merely as an 

additional margin of protection for a loan that is already acceptable. He concluded 

that since financial analysis in many developing markets is impeded by poor 

financial disclosure, taking collateral is advisable. 

 

Yunus (1998) confirms that commercial banks predominantly request for collateral 

before extending loans to its customers. The collateral is always of higher value 

than the loan taken to ensure that the loan is paid back. That on the other hand 

microfinance institutions uses the group guarantee system as collateral substitute in 
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extending loans to individual members of the group. If one fails to pay, the other 

group members must pay on his behalf. 

According to Namakula (2003), security is often asked for and put in writing but it 

is never given the due importance. The most important security taken into account 

is the individual’s savings and the group members’ guarantee. 

 

Michael (1999) found out that roughly 80 percent of the world’s population are 

without access to credit and savings facilitation beyond those provided by family 

members, friends, or money lenders, while in developing countries thus member 

rises to over 90 percent. 

 Michael (1999) further said that this is due to lack of collateral securities. Since 

the poor, by definition, lack material assets and a formal education, they have little 

to offer by way of security against any loans that might be extended to them. 

In a related issue, Dimitri and Cho (1996) confirm that commercial banks are 

reluctant to finance small firms that lack adequate collateral even though such 

firms may be more innovative and promising than others. 

 

Okum and Matovu (1996), argue that this reduces the cost to the lender of the loan 

and moral hazard associated with lending by providing an added incentive for the 

borrower to pay. Collateral also alleviates the problem of advanced selection by 

screening out borrowers most likely to default. 

Security is normally some kind of asset that you identify to the lender. Agreeing 

with Yunus that if you cannot repay the loan, the lender has the right to take the 

security and sell it to recover the outstanding value of the loan, Yunus (1998). 

 

Wilknison (1999) observed that certain institutions worldwide provide micro credit 

and micro saving services for the purpose of expansion of economic activities and 
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improvement of the standards of living of these under the poverty line, particularly 

women. The services are provided at or near clients’ homes and deal in savings and 

lending of very small amounts of money. Organizations specifically created to 

deliver such services are called micro finance institutions or MFIs. The loans are 

secured on the individual’s reputation with unorthodox physical security. 

In his findings, Kagwa (2003) noted that 41% of microfinance respondents 

identified tangible collateral as a major loan policy issue. However all commercial 

bank respondents identified it as a major policy element. 

 

In this context security is property, which is pledged as collateral for a loan. A 

binding pledge made by the lender to the borrower to make a loan usually at a 

stated interest rate within a given period of time for a given purpose, subject to the 

complacence of the borrower to stated conditions. As supported by Mc Nanghton 

(1992), should be within the bank area and efficiently managed stating that Banks 

are only willing to accept collateral within their area because they are easy to 

liquidate. This means that credit is limited to those borrowers that have securities 

in bank area. 

Unfortunately the management of these collaterals is handled manually and has not 

given the intended solution to many lenders. 

2.2.3 Web Based Management System. 

Web-based applications have now become one of the preferable technologies that 

are used to ease the process of managing data and records. Some of the motivations 

that  contribute to the development of many web-based systems nowadays are 

because of its efficiency in handling rapid access of documents and its ability in 

supporting multi-users simultaneously, thus saving a lot of time and hassle free 
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Gilbert (1998) asserts that the web provides the greater degree of interactivity than 

other communication media. Quoting the previous studies which indicate that 

information on related services allows loyal customers to derive greater utility and 

be more satisfied. With more relevant information, customers make better 

decisions leading to higher satisfaction, thus enhancing loyalty to the service 

provider, Nielsen (1999). 

 

Peter (2004) citing Fisher et al (1992) supports Gilbert about interaction and 

Nielsen about satisfaction arguing that the web design, interactivity and depth of 

information at the website may impact on service encounters satisfaction. 

That a well designed   interactive website could generate higher satisfaction by 

providing greater control to the customers to personalize the information search. 

The Web based loan security management system intends to derive high level of 

interactivity from the Web and satisfy the user by enabling efficient performance 

in management of loan securities. 

2.2.4 Loan Risk Management And Web Technology 

While financial institutions have faced difficulties over the years for a multitude of 

reasons, the major cause of serious banking problems continues to be directly 

related to credit standards for borrowers and counterparties, poor portfolio risk 

management, or a lack of attention to changes in economic or other circumstances 

that can lead to a deterioration in the credit standing of a bank’s counterparties. 

 

Lending according to Comptroller (1998) is the principal business activity for most 

commercial banks. The loan portfolio is typically the largest asset and the 

predominate source of revenue. As such, it is one of the greatest sources of risk to 

a bank’s safety and soundness. Whether due to lax credit standards, poor portfolio 
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risk management, or weakness in the economy, loan portfolio problems have 

historically been the major cause of bank losses and failures. 

Effective management of the loan portfolio and the credit function is fundamental 

to a bank’s safety and soundness.  

 

Risk is defined as the possible variation in an outcome from what is expected to 

happen, Coyle (2004). 

According to the Financial Institution training Centre journal (FITC 2013), loan or 

credit risk is the loss as a result of a customer or provider failing to perform as 

agreed on credit extended. 

 

FITC (2013) further opined that risk management is an attempt to identify, 

measure, monitor and manage uncertainty. 

 

According to the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC’s) supervision 

by risk philosophy, risk is the potential that events, expected or unexpected, may 

have an adverse impact on the bank’s earnings or capital. 

Loan Business is still the most important business segment for a commercial banks 

success. 

Credit risk according to Westerfield and Zimmermann (2007) is the possibility of 

losing the outstanding loan partially or totally, due to credit events (default risk). In 

a very wide interpretation, it also includes the risk of an upgrade or downgrade in a 

counter party’s credit rating, resulting in adjusted credit spreads (migration risk). 

 Credit events usually include events such as bankruptcy, failure to pay and 

restructuring. 
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Loan or Credit Risk Management according to Chandrashekar (2010) is the type of 

Credit Enhancement Technique, which assists an organization to mitigate Credit 

risk, by accepting a similar valued asset in return for the loan/cash lent. These 

items collected by banks are called securities or collaterals. 

 

Comptroller (1998) further said that Loan risk management is the process by which 

risks that are inherent in the credit process are managed and controlled. 

 

The goal of credit risk management is to maximize a bank’s risk-adjusted rate of 

return by maintaining credit risk exposure within acceptable parameters. Banks 

need to manage the credit risk inherent in the entire portfolio as well as the risk in 

individual credits or transactions. 

 

Web Technology is any application that  run on the web or uses a web browser as a 

client. We can suffice it to say that it is an application or software that is used over 

the internet with a web browser. Web application relieves the developer of the 

responsibility of building a client for a specific type of computer or a specific 

operating system. Since the client runs in a web browser, the user could be using 

an IBM-compatible or a Mac. They can be running Windows XP or Windows 

Vista. They can even be using Internet Explorer or Firefox, though some 

applications require a specific web browser. 

Web Applications have been around since before the web gained mainstream 

popularity. For example, Larry Wall developed Perl, a popular server-side scripting 

language, in 1987. That was seven years before the Internet really started gaining 

popularity outside of academics and technology circles. 
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The first mainstream web applications were relatively simple, but the late 90's saw 

a push toward more complex web applications. Nowadays, millions of people 

especially those in financial institutions uses web application for adequate 

customer servicing and enhanced credit or loan risk management.Google Apps, 

Microsoft Office Live, and WebEx, Web Office are examples of the newest 

generation of web applications. 

The use of web technologies has greatly improved credit risk management 

practices that were traditionally performed without the use of modern computer 

technology and some of its advantages - speed and level of integrity. Actually, 

application of modern information systems allows timely, accurate and 

comprehensive analysis and information that enables precision, reliable and 

effective decision by risk managers. 

Adequate Loan Risk management system will reduce the existence of “predatory 

debtors” in the banking system who abandoned debt obligations in some banks 

only to contract new debts in other banks. On the part of the regulators, the paucity 

of credit information had inhibited consistent classification of credits granted to 

certain borrowers and their associated companies. 

The effectiveness of the bank’s Loan risk management process heavily depends on 

the quality of web technology. Indeed, many of the advancements of contemporary 

portfolio management are the direct result of the more robust web technology that 

is available today. 

This can be seen in the advent of SAS web technology which provide adequate  

data management  as Consistent, accurate and reliable data is necessary for 

achieving best practices in credit risk management.  

It supports regulatory credit risk management with predefined methodologies and 

preconfigured reporting capabilities. 
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With the use of web technologies in the management of credit risks, it enables 

banks to query, track, and aggregate all loan data fields; prepare a standard array of 

reports and prepare adhoc reports which will allow the management in decision 

making. 

 

Li (2001) stated that developments in ICT are “shaking the foundations of the 

banking industry” 

With the emergence of electronic commerce in the early nineties many new 

companies, in most cases independent from traditional financial institutions, 

appeared in the financial industry largely in the US but also in Europe. 

Many of them could be considered as financial intermediaries supporting the 

cybermediation  hypothesis of Sarkar et al (1995). 

Li (2001) analyzed the banking industry but was taking a broader view on the 

industry. He looked at Internet banking in general coming up with eight different 

models allowing the conclusion, the use of ICT had a definitive impact on the 

financial industry concerning structures, processes, products, and infrastructures. 

 

Additionally, the research by Batiz-Lazo et al (2002), provides a historical 

perspective on the main drivers determining the adoption of technological 

innovation in commercial and microfinance banking markets concluding “there is 

evidence to suggest that in a historical perspective, technological innovation and, 

in particular, increasing applications of web technology in bank markets have 

effectively modified the external and internal nature of the banking organization.” 
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Westerfield and Zimmermann (2007) further opined that Banks’ business model 

for credit risk management currently undergoes a change of paradigm mainly 

driven by ICT as it deconstructs the traditional business model. 

Traditionally, a buy-and-hold business model is applied where banks, mainly in 

Europe, originate the loan keeping it on the balance sheet until it either defaults or 

reaches maturity as expected. 

 Risk management in this integrated business model is performed on a 

decentralized  basis (it often even the separation between origination and credit 

control) and only on individual loan level.  

Loans are highly illiquid and are meant to remain on the bank’s balance sheet 

without being traded or hedged. 

Lately, this model of passive risk taking was challenged and had to be changed into 

active risk management because the application of Web Technology throughout 

the entire value chain of credit offers the required options. “The deconstruction of 

the value chain in banking is not as distant and futuristic as many think. In fact, it 

has already happened. 

 

Web technology mainly drives the development in credit risk management as it 

enables for example, electronic servicing and administration of loans. Thus, 

reducing transaction costs within the bank and allowing the realization of 

economies of scale. From a risk management perspective, data-warehousing of 

credit and loss data, and its accessibility on aggregated portfolio level is crucial. 

This data is important in analyzing the risk and return of a loan portfolio and sub-

portfolios.  

By offering the possibility to calculate risk measures on portfolio level and run 

simulations of the loan loss distribution within a reasonable time frame due to 

highly effective computing power, Web technology as a component of ICT enables 
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the implementation of a risk-adjusted pricing throughout the bank. Risk-adjusted 

prices can be provided via online applications to the origination units and credit 

risk management can be transformed into an active risk management approach. 

 

Credit is now considered an asset class of its own, requiring management and 

trading at the portfolio level. On the one hand, this innovation requires new 

processes and structures within the bank (former integrated divisions, e.g. 

origination and credit risk control, must be separated and credit portfolio 

management must be initiated). After reorganization, the deconstruction of the 

bank's internal value chain permits make-or-buy decisions for every division that 

does not add value on a risk-adjusted performance basis. 

On the other hand, functional and liquid secondary markets for trading and hedging 

credit risk are required, as this is crucial for a flexible and centralized credit risk 

management on the portfolio level. 

 

ICT drives the possibility for banks to move from passive risk taking to an active 

risk management role with a deconstructed internal value chain. However, to reach 

the full potential of credit risk management, the banks need to embrace web 

technologies for efficiency and secondary credit risk trading respectively. 

Moody’s Portfolio Manager provides a methodology for the measurement and 

benchmarking of credit portfolio risk, Moody (2015). 

This contains risk contributions of individual positions to portfolio risk, portfolio 

loss and value distributions. 

 

Creditex is the leading platform for e-trading in Credit Derivatives with trading 

possibilities for Credit Default Swap (CDS) indices, single-name CDS and 

standardized structured credit products. Creditex offers clients the flexibility of 
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hybrid execution services through a combination of electronic and voice trading to 

varying degrees. These are based on factors including: the clients' location, market 

conditions, trading sector, product type and/or the size of the trade. The platform 

provides price and trade transparency allowing traders to place live orders. 

Furthermore, it provides straight-through-processing (STP) services for electronic, 

hybrid and voice trading. Clients are also able to receive intra-day and end-of-day 

electronic feeds of live index prices as well as trade confirmations. 

 

The platform provides a liquid market place for standardized credit derivatives 

transactions. It can be used for actual trades, but as a benchmark for credit spreads 

on the entire spectrum of credit risks traded. Also it eliminates some of the 

operational risks associated with the trade reconciliation process,It reduces 

operational costs and risks by eliminating the need for traders to manually enter 

trade details into their trade capture systems. 

Credit Trade Portal; Risk Insight, a software by Fusion Technology Group, has 

been developed into a product called Credit Trading Portal. Risk Insight allows the 

benchmarking of loan deals during origination with regard to the bank's portfolio 

and credit risk model. As several banks use this model, the possibility occurs of 

banks being able to trade their loans on a comparable basis without model arbitrage 

opportunities. Based on the same models, the trade portal allows banks to measure 

their loans both against their own portfolio as well as against other banks in 

different markets and regions around the world. It offers the opportunity to swap 

portfolios with other banks, reduce regional or industry concentration thereby 

reducing the portfolio risk via diversification. Transaction costs are reduced as the 

structuring of cumbersome Collateralized Debt Obligation (CDO) transactions is 

no longer necessary and information costs are limited as the portal provides 
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information on the optimal trading partner. However mutually trading of a bank’s 

concentration area is highly exposed to reputational risk towards shareholders. 

Based on the above, we have seen the various application of web technology in 

credit risk management of commercial and microfinance banks, it therefore 

becomes important that the design and implementation of a web based loan 

security management system will improve the credit risk management of the 

financial sector.  

 

2.3 Empirical Framework of the study 

The failure of microfinance banks in Nigeria has prompted considerable attention 

to the security or collateral management processes in the banks. There have been 

efforts to identify security items in some banks but this has not been very effective 

as information relating to a particular collateral item cannot be accessed by other 

banks. 

Microsoft Dynamics Navision E-SUSU Banking Solutions, developed by softribe 

is a financial management system designed specifically for Microfinance 

Institutions and Microfinance Banks seeking efficient and reliable software that 

will help increase profitability and productivity. It has several modules integrated 

to support solutions for Banking Transaction Management, Customer Data 

Analysis and Management, Financial Management with emphasis on Costing 

Operations. It gave a competitive edge in microfinance industry but did not address 

the issue of collateral management in the sector, hence the need to develop a robust 

Loan security management system. 

Orbit-R is the next generation of Neptune’s well established Orbit/Equinox 

microfinance solution, designed to support the more demanding needs of 

microfinance institutions (MFIs) today. Ported to Neptune’s new Rubikon 
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technology, developed to support larger MFIs, it offers a comprehensive range of 

microfinance functionality and support,  Neptune  (2009).Orbit-R is Neptune’s 

flagship solution providing large scale MFIs with banking systems solutions that 

enable the support of an agile enterprise that can reap significant benefits from 

adopting new business models and practices. Orbit-R is designed to deliver an 

industry specific, closely coupled, business-oriented and collaborative framework 

for financial services. The unique Financial Service Oriented Architecture (FSOA) 

facilitates rapid incremental deployment as; either a complete universal banking 

system, or a series of special-purpose applications that collaborate with the existing 

infrastructure to deliver new products or services, addressing new channels to 

market, or streamline currently inefficient or high-risk processes. The Orbit-R 

technology platform is based on “real” new technology, 100% Java and J2EE, 

adopting open standards and an SOA architecture, which brings scalability and 

agility while delivering process excellence to the business. The use of J2EE 

enables the standardization of a number of different technologies to create a robust 

platform for building distributed, multi-tier enterprise applications. In addition to 

an online, real-time general ledger, Orbit-R supports high-volume transaction 

processing and provides embedded workflow management. 

By using an externalized rules engine, Orbit-R enables financial services 

institutions to improve operational efficiency with increased automation and 

without compromise in performance or scalability. It reduces “time-to-market” for 

new products and services, improving client satisfaction, and gaining competitive 

advantage. Orbit-R offers an effective combination of scalability, performance, 

online database, and no end-of-day requirement; enabling financial services 

institutions to give superior 24/7 services to their clients in a multi-channel 
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environment, for faster implementation and cost reduction. However, the present 

state of Orbit-R is yet to be extended to Loan Security Management. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

3.1 Preamble 

A research methodology according to Maven (2016) involves specific techniques 

that are adopted in research process to collect, assemble and evaluate data. It 

defines those tools that are used to gather relevant information in a specific 

research study. According to the journal of the Centers for medicare and Medicaid 

services (2008), a system development methodology refers to the framework that is 

used to structure, plan, and control the process of developing an information 

system. A wide variety of such frameworks have evolved over the years, each with 

its own recognized strengths and weaknesses. 

3.2 Methodology Adopted 

This study adopted the Structural System Analysis and Design Method (SSADM) 

and the Descriptive method of research. As widely accepted, the descriptive 

method of research as was stated by Sumarjan et al (2014), is a fact-finding study 

that involves adequate and accurate interpretation of findings. Descriptive research 

describes a certain present condition. Relatively, the method is appropriate to this 

study since it aims to describe the present condition of the loan collateral-security 

management system for Microfinance Banks. 

SSADM on the other hand was employed for a thorough analysis and design of the 

system due to it’s step-by-step procedure, from a current physical view of the 

system to the required physical view, is easier for the human brain to comprehend 

than are large conceptual leaps. The manageable pieces of information used in this 
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approach provide the systems developer with a well-organized and estimated 

procedure. It also ensures that each area of the system can be viewed in a 

manageable way and form. 

 

SSADM is an integrated set of standards and guides for the analysis and design of 

computer systems and includes a number of techniques, 0GCIO (2011). The major 

techniques include, business activity modeling, logical data modeling, data flow 

modeling, entity behavior modeling and conceptual process modeling. SSADM is 

composed of the stages of feasibility study, requirement analysis, requirement 

specification, logical systems specification and physical design. 

 Irrespective of some drawbacks like the need for users and analysts or developers 

to have adequate training to understand the documentation, increased user 

involvement which takes more time from the users and increased levels of 

documentation which introduces bureaucracy thereby leading to a ”cookbook” 

approach where stages are followed without knowing the significance, SSADM 

possessed some advantages that made the researcher to adopt it, and they includes; 

i. Modular structure which relates directly to project deliverables hence system 

can be delivered on time (good planning, management and control) 

ii. Deliver systems that meets user's needs (through prototyping and  

diagrammatic techniques) 

iii. Deliver systems which respond to changes in the business environment 

(system documentation produced makes visible business objectives and 

links the needs of the business and the system under development and 

business objectives. 

iv. Improve the effective and economic use of the skill available (uses the  

most commonly available skill i.e. Data Flow Modeling, Logical Data 

Modeling and Jackson-like structure diagramming). 
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v. Improve quality by reducing error rates (detecting errors early in the 

lifecycle). 

     Vi      Improve flexibility (ability of tailoring SSADM to suit different projects). 

     Vii    Improve productivity (providing well documented techniques defining 

      what is needed in automated support tools using a product-oriented  

      approach). 

    Vii.     Avoid lock-in to a single source of supply (reduces the cost of re- 

    implementing  the system on new hardware and/or software). 

    Viii.   Avoid IT developers’ bureaucracy (provide useful tools for project  

    managers and to transfer expertise to practitioners). 

     Ix     Each step is usually documented making it very easy for users to work  

   independently. 

3.3  Data Collection 

Data collection methods in educational research are used to gather information that 

is then analyzed and interpreted, Waring et al (2012). Data collection is the 

gathering of relevant information for addressing the question raised in the research 

and statement of the problem. The sources of data for this research are the primary 

data and the secondary data. The primary data were derived from the answers 

respondents gave in the self-administered questionnaire prepared by the researcher. 

In addition, the information obtained from the interview also provided primary 

research data that supported the study. The secondary data on the other hand, were 

derived from the findings stated in published documents and records of the 

sampled Banks. 

 

3.3.1 Characteristics of the population under study 
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A population according to John Louis (2008) is a collection of people, items, or 

events about which one want to make inferences. It is not always convenient or 

possible to examine every member of an entire population because there is rarely 

enough time or money to gather information from everyone or everything in the 

population, the goal becomes finding a representative sample (or subset) of that 

population. 

The target population is the 40 registered Microfinance banks in Imo State under 

the umbrella of NAMBS (National Association of Microfinance Banks) Imo state 

chapter, with over 100 credit officers. 

National Association Of Microfinance Banks-Imo State chapter was established in 

February 5th 2010 following Central Bank Of Nigeria (CBN) regulation that it will 

not have anything to do with any Microfinance Bank not recognized with the body. 

NAMB’S Imo State chapter is operating under the chairmanship of Eng. Chinyere 

Anyile from Okporo MFB replacing the former chairman in the name of Dr. C.G 

Osuagwu from Alvana MFB. It has it’s corporate office at Alvan Ikoku federal 

college of education Owerri Imo State . 

NAMBS-Imo State chapter  is an umbrella housing over 40 member Microfinance 

banks spread across the nooks and crannies of the state  capital duly licensed by 

CBN with a minimum Capital Base of twenty million naira for a unit MFB and one 

hundred million naira for a state MFB with their Deposit Liabilities fully insured 

by the Nigerian Deposit Insurance Commission (NDIC). 

 

 

 

3.3..2 Organisational Structure /Organogram  Of NAMB’S-Imo State  

Chapter  is shown in Figure 3.1  CHAIRMAN 

VICE 
CHAIRMAN 
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Fig 3.1   Organisational Structure. 

Source: Field Work 

 

3.3.3    Problem of the existing system 

With documents review and on the site reports, the researcher observed that in all 

the selected banks, loan security management is incorporated in the loan 

assessment process. The system is manually done by use of loan application forms. 

These forms are filled by customers applying for loans. The loan or Credit officer 

visits the customers to assess and value the intended security.  After his findings, 

the loan officers reports to the management credit committee (MCC) who will also 

relay the information to the  Board Credit Committee (BCC)  usually  for amounts 

above  management  limits to seek the approval of the  amount of money which  

each customer seeks. All this is done independently in all  the member Banks 

without coordinating with other institutions.  

However, portable items and documents used as the loan security are kept in the 

Bank’s Vault to ensure control over the security until the loan is fully liquidated. 

For those items which cannot be kept in the Vault, such as landed properties are 

allowed in their locations taking only it’s papers and dependence on guarantors. 

The process however, posses the following problems: 
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i. Manual registering of loan security items by the Banks. 

ii. Independent processing of security items by the  member Banks. 

iii. Poor co-ordination of institutions when  accessing or accepting security 

        items which leads to one item being used for more than one loan from 

       different institutions without noticing it. 

iv. No clear details given on the security items provided by the customers, 

  collateral items are merely part of loan assessment system. 

v. No harmonization of   the items used as security of loans granted to 

  customers in a way of valuing the items. 

vi. Customers especially the fraudulent types capitalize on the loop hole and  

 provide items used elsewhere for loan as the same collateral item of their  

  current loan. 

vii. Member banks of the association usually collide with other operators of  

 MFB when customers with fake securities defaults or dies in the cause of   

   litigation. 

viii. These customers can even sell off the items without the banks knowing. 

ix. There is neither a standard and uniform way of valuing security items nor  

  a reliable means to safe guard security during loan servicing period. 

3.4  Sampling Design and Procedure 

According to Dawson (2002) in quantitative research, a sample of a population that 

is chosen carefully and in a right way can be generalized to the whole population. 

However for qualitative research it is not the main objective to generalize the 

sample that has been chosen. It is rather crucial to see people’s behavior in a 

smaller amount of group, which can then provide insights for a wider range of 

research population, Dawson ( 2002). 
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For the purpose of this work, the researcher used purposive sampling as it will be 

difficult to have access to all the staff of the microfinance banks. Purposive 

sampling is a non-probability sampling technique where the units that are being 

investigated are based on the judgment of the researcher. The main goal of 

purposive sampling is to focus on a particular characteristics of a population of 

interest. There are various types of purposive sampling but “Homogenous” type of 

purposive sampling will be best utilized for this study, as samples  here are 

selected based on their having similar characteristics and such characteristics are of 

particular interest to the researcher. 

 However, the sample of interest was generated from five Microfinance Banks on 

the following characteristics: 

i. On the category of State microfinance Bank 

ii. Client base of 5000 and above 

iii. Existed in the last 18months 

iv. Have over 500 loan customers 

v. Have strong internet facility. 

3.5 Data Collection Instrument 

The instrument employed for the collection of the primary data is structured 

questionnaire, direct interview and observation of on the job processes while the 

loan reports of the banks served as the instrument for the secondary data collection. 

 

 

3.6 System Analysis Procedures 

Systems analysis is the dissection of a system into its component pieces to study 

how those component pieces interact and work, Rzevski Brebbia (2016). 
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Systems analysis  can also said to be  the survey and planning of the system and 

project,  the study and analysis of the existing business and information system, 

and  the definition of business requirements and priorities for a new or improved 

system, Jeffrey Whitten and Lonnie Bentley (1998).  

In business, System Analysis and Design refers to the process of examining a 

business situation with the intent of improving it through better procedures and 

methods as was stated in Encyclopedia of management(2016). 

 . 

According to Jawahar (2004) System analysis and design relates to shaping 

organizations, improving performance and achieving objectives for profitability 

and growth. 

Looking at a system and determining how adequately it functions, the changes to 

be made and the quality of the output are parts of system analysis. 

Jawahar (2004) further opined that system analysis however is the process of 

gathering and interpreting facts, diagnosing problems, and using the information to 

recommend improvements to the system. 

The following procedures were considered in the study: 

i. Investigation of the current system: Here the researcher equips herself with 

the banking terminologies associated with credit administration of the 

banks. Direct observation on how jobs are carried out reveals the credit 

processes in the banks. The types of the security or collateral that can be 

provided by loan customers, types of loans available in various banks and 

the allowable period or tenure of the loans are determined here. From 

here, the problems associated with the current system were highlighted 

and proposed how they can be resolved in the new system. 

ii. Business System Option: Having investigated the current system, the 

researcher decides on the overall design of the new system by discussing 
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with the users on the ideas of the new system, considering what is 

existing already. 

In this stage, the degree of automation, boundary between the system and 

users (that is specific things or roles permissible to a user) and the 

distribution of the system (that is centralizing to each bank or hosting it 

on the cloud). In all the above, a single option is chosen for the design. 

iii. Requirement Specification: The specifications of what the new system must 

do is developed here. This is done using data flow diagrams (DFD), high 

level models (HLM), entity diagrams and system flowcharts. 

iv. Technical System Option: This is the first stage towards implementation of 

the proposed system. Here the hardware architectures, software to use, 

allowable system memory, network components and user interface are 

considered. 

v. Design: This is the last stage of the system analysis. It comprises of the 

logical and physical design. All the specifications are converted to the 

description of the  system in terms of real hardware and software. The 

database is structured here and made to communicate with the interface, 

producing a system that will be acceptable to the users. 

 

3.7 Performance Indicators 

These are the standard upon which the performance of the system under study will 

be measured. This study will compare the performance of the existing system with 

the proposed system based on the following indicators: 

i. Portfolio at Risk (PAR): This is an asset quality that measures the 

performing loan to non performing loans on pass due days in a bank. It is 

the outstanding principal amount of all loans that have at least one 

installment for one or more days. The regulatory body of all banks in 
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Nigeria, Central Bank of Nigeria(CBN) has stipulated that the PAR 

position of any microfinance bank should not exceed 5% at all times. It is 

calculated as, 

 

PAR =Sum of principal  loans outstanding  *100% 

   Total loans 

ii. Write off ratio: This is an asset quality that measures the amounts of 

delinquent loans written down or removed from the books of a 

microfinance bank. The ratio depends  on the bank’s policy. However, 

most banks use the ratio on PAR since  aggregate write off ratio reduces 

the PAR. It is calculated as, 

Write of ratio =  Value of loan written off   

    Average gross loan portfolio 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER   FOUR 

4.0 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Data Presentation and System Analysis 
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The data presented and analyzed were the primary data from the self administered 

questionnaire distributed to the sampled banks  while the secondary data gotten 

was from the records of the five (5) sampled banks over a period of one (1) year. 

T-test was used in testing the secondary data. 

The sample size from the sampled microfinance banks is 50, which comprised of 
the credit officers in the institutions as shown in Table 3.1 

Table 4.1: Sample Size 

Microfinance Bank No of Credit Officers 
Chikum MFB 10 
Allworkers MFB 10 
Imo State MFB 10 
Nwannegadi MFB 10 
Oche MFB 10 
Total 50 
Source: Field work. 

A self administered questionnaire was distributed to the sampled banks and 

responses were gotten based on the questions. 

Question 1: What types of Collateral do you accept for a loan? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.2: Acceptable Collateral items 

Collateral Item Freq %Freq Valid Freq Cumulative Freq 

Landed ppt(mortgage) 20 40 41.7 41.7 
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Machinery 4 8 8.3 50 

Automobiles 10 20 20.8 70.8 

Trinkets 13 26 27.1 97.9 

Animals 1 2 2.1  

Missing 2 4   

Total 50 100   

Source: Field work. 

From Table 4.2, out of the 50 questionnaires  sent out 48 was received while 2 was 

missing as analyzed. A valid frequency bench mark of 20% acceptance of the 

collateral items was taken. Hence the choice of mortgages, automobiles and 

trinkets as the major collateral items in the design of the system. 

Question 2: What is your geographical limit of Collateral in relation to the bank 

location? 

Table 4.3: Collateral Geographical limit 

Geographical Limit Freq %Freq Valid Freq Cumulative Freq 

Anywhere in Imo State 10 20 22.2 22.2 

Owerri metropolitan 35 70 77.8 100 

Missing 5 10   

Total 50    

Source: Field work. 

 

From Table 3.3, 70% of the responses showed that collateral item within the 

metropolitan city is preferred than allowing it anywhere in the state. 

Question 3: Can you tell whether the intended collateral is in use in another bank 

for a loan? 

Table 4.4: Dictating collateral in use 
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Collateral in use Freq %Freq Valid Freq Cumulative Freq 

Yes 5 10 11.1 11.1 

No 40 80 88.9 100 

Missing 5 10   

Total 50 100   

Source: Field work. 

 

From Table 4.4 , 80% of the respondents indicated that they cannot tell whether a 

collateral item provided by a customer to access loan has been used in another 

bank for the purpose of loan. Hence the need for the research work. 

Question 4: How do you   know that  intended item  is being used elsewhere as a  

collateral  for another loan? 

Table 4.5: Discovery of duplicate collateral item 

Intended Collateral Freq %Freq Valid Freq Cumulative Freq 

Loan Processing 5 10 11.1 11.1 

Loan Disbursement 5 10 11.1 22.2 

Recovery period 35 70 77.8 100 

Missing 5 10   

Total 50 100   

Source: Field work. 

 

From Table 4.5, 70% of the respondents indicated that banks discover about a 

collateral being used in another bank during recovery period after various banks 

must have collided into same collateral. 

Question 5: What do you do if you find out that the intended collateral is pledged 

elsewhere when you have already disbursed the loan   and cash withdrawn? 
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Table 4.6: Action  taken on duplicate collateral 

Action Plan Freq %Freq Valid Freq Cumulative Freq 

Start recovery 43 90 95.6 95.6 

Allow customer go 2 4 4.4 100 

Missing 5 10   

Total 50    

Source: Field work. 

 

From Table 4.6 , 90% of the respondents indicated that they will start recovery 

immediately once they discover that a collateral item is in use in another bank. 

Question 6: What is your loan tenure/ period? 

Table 4.7: Loan tenure 

Loan tenure Freq %Freq Valid Freq Cumulative Freq 

3 months 10 20 20.8 20.8 

6 months 15 30 31.3 52.1 

12 months 20 40 41.7 93.8 

36 months 3 6 6.3 100 

Missing 2 4   

Total 50    

Source: Field work. 

From Table 4.7, loan tenures with frequency of 20% and above are 3, 6, 12 and 36 

months. Hence their use as the preferred months in the system design. 

Question 7: What are your loan types? 

Table 4.8: Loan types 

Loan types Freq %Freq Valid Freq Cumulative Freq 
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Agric Loan 15 30 31.3 31.3 

Personal Loan 10 20 20.8 52.1 

Group Loan 18 36 37.5 89.6 

Asset Acquisition 5 10 10.4 100 

Missing 2 4   

Total 50    

Source: Field work. 

 

From Table 4.8, the loan types with 20% frequency and above are Agric, Personal 

and group loans. Hence their use as the preferred loan types in the system design. 

Question 8: What is the category of your Bank? 

 

Table 4.9: Bank category 

Bank category Freq %Freq Valid Freq Cumulative Freq 

Unit 8 16 16.7 16.7 

State 35 70 72.9 89.6 

National 5 10 10.4 100 

Missing 2 4   

Total 50    

Source: Field work. 

 

From Table 4.9, the respondents sampled are more in the category of the state 

MFB. 

 

Question 9: How long has your bank existed? 

Table 4.10: Year of existence 
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Period existed Freq %Freq Valid Freq Cumulative Freq 

5 8 10 10.4 10.4 

12 months 8 16 16.7 27.1 

18 months 15 30 31.3 58.4 

24 months-above 20 40 41.7 100 

Missing 2 4   

Total 50 100   

Source: Field work. 

From Table 4.10, the banks selected for the survey are those with 20% and above 

period of existence. 

 

Question 10: What is your customer base? 

Table 4.11:  Customer base. 

Customer Base Freq %Freq Valid Freq Cumulative Freq 

>500 <1000 4 8 8.3 8.3 

>1000 <2000 2 4 4.2 12.5 

>2000 <5000 2 4 4.2 16.7 

5000- above 40 80 83.3 100 

Missing 2 4   

Total 50 100   

Source: Field work. 

 

From Table 4.11, 20% and   above respondents have 5000-above customer base. 

Hence  their use in the survey. 

 

Question 11: What is your loan volume? 
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Table 4.12: Loan volume 

Loan volume Freq %Freq Valid Freq Cumulative Freq 

>50 <100 6 12 12.5 12.5 

>100 <200 4 8 8.3 20.8 

>200 < 500 3 6 6.3 27.1 

500-above 35 70 72.9 100 

Missing 2 4   

Total 50    

Source: Field work. 

 

From Table 4.12, 20% and above respondents have 500-above number of loan 

customers. Hence  their inclusion in the survey. 

 

Question 12: Do you have strong Internet facility? 

Table 4.13: Internet facility 

Strong internet Freq %Freq Valid Freq Cumulative Freq 

Yes 40 80 88.9 88.9 

No 5 10 11.1 100 

Missing 5 10   

Total 50 100   

Source: Field work. 

From Table 4.13, respondents with 80% frequency indicated that they have strong 

internet facility. Hence their inclusion in the survey. 
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The secondary data presented was from the loan reports of the five (5) sampled 

microfinance banks over a period of one (1) year as seen in tables 4.14, 4.15, 4.16 

and 4.17. 

Table 4.14: Manual PAR  report  of the banks. 

Banks Loan Amount Past due principal PAR(%) 

Calculated 

1 3,498,000 976,934.45 27.93 

2 4,370,000 425,047.49 9.73 

3 8,090,000 477,225.13 5.90 

4 4,850,000 637,546.13 13.15 

5 4,144,750 916,470.54 22.12 

Source: Field work. 

 

PAR = Past Due Principal *100 

  Loan Amount 

Table 4.15: Automated PAR report of the banks 

Banks Loan Amount Past due principal PAR(%) 

Calculated 

1 4,670,000 75,663.51 1.62 

2 3,670,000 80,000 2.18 

3 2,654,000 120,000 4.52 

4 2,290,000 100,000 4.37 

5 2,250,000 110,000 4.89 

 

PAR = Past Due Principal *100 

  Loan Amount 
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The CBN standard ratio for portfolio at risk(PAR) is 5%. From the above it was 

deduced that PAR ratio improved in the automated system than the manual system. 

Table 4.16: Manual Write off Ratio of the banks. 

Banks Gross Loan 

Portfolio 

Delinquent Loans Write off ratio(%) Calculated 

1 4,304.750.00 1,591,581.91 36.97 

2 13,770,000.00 4,562,393.00 33.13 

3 2,459,821 1,200,000 48.81 

4 1,050,000 536,062.54 51.05 

5 1,040,000 486,727.94 46.80 

Source: Field work. 

Table 4.17: Automated Write off Ratio of the banks. 

Banks Gross Loan 

Portfolio 

Delinquent Loans Write off ratio(%) Calculated 

1 2,000,000 58,000 2.90 

2 8,000,000 350,000 4.38 

3 1,850,000 70,000 3.78 

4 1,050,000 50,000 4.78 

5 1,000,000 45,000 4.5 

Source: Field work. 

 

Write off ratio = Gross loan portfolio *100 

   Delinquent Loans 

4.2 System Design 

Systems design is the process of describing the new system. Systems design details  

system outputs, inputs, process and user interfaces, specifies hardware, software, 
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 database, data communication facilities, personnel and procedure components and 

 shows how these components are related.  

The major development effort for this project is to design and build a system that 

 will identify performance indicators of a loan security management system,  

accesses the existing loan security management system based on the identified  

indicators, design an enhanced loan security management system,  establish the 

requirement for the enhanced loan security management system,  implement and  

text run the new system, compare the performance of the existing system with the  

new system based on the performance indicators and make recommendations  

based on the findings. 

 

4.2.1 Logical System Design 

Logical design is a statement of what the system is required to do rather than a 

statement about the procedures or program specifications to do it, Sommerville et 

al (1997).This stage describes the user interactions and define how the data is 

processed. It includes the dialogues of the system, designing the systems menu 

structures and detailing the process for updating the system, handling queries and 

system errors. The System under research will be designed basically for use with 

data flow Diagram (DFD) of existing and proposed system, High level model 

(HLM) of the proposed system, system architecture  and system flowchart of the 

proposed system.  

  

 

4.2.1.1 Data flow diagram (DFD) of the  existing system 
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The DFD was first developed by Larry Constantine as a way of expressing system 

requirements in a graphical form. A DFD consists of a series of bubbles joined by 

lines. The bubbles represent data transformations and the lines represent data flows 

in the system. It is a graphical representation of a system or portion of a system, 

and consists of data flows, processes, sources, destination and stores all described 

through the use of easily understood symbols.DFD is composed of two type: 

physical data flow diagrams which are implementation dependent meaning that it 

shows the actual devices , peoples etc as involved in the system, and Logical data 

flow diagram  which describes the system independently of how it is 

implemented, meaning that it shows what takes place rather than how an activity is 

accomplished. For the purpose of this study, the researcher having incorporated 

Structured System Analysis and Design (SSADM) methodology will be using 

DFD to organize information, and guide analysis in order to show the way data is  

moving within the system.There are only four symbols used here: 

i. Squares representing external entities which are sources or destination of 

data.  

ii. Rounded rectangles representing   processes, which take data as input, do 

something to it, and output it. 

iii. Arrows representing the data flows, which can either be electronic data or 

physical items. 

iv. Open-ended rectangles representing data stores, including electronic stores 

such as databases or XML files and physical stores such as or filing cabinets 

or stacks of paper.  

However, the pictorial representation of the current system is represented thus: 

i. Customer request for loan 

ii. Fill loan application form 

iii. States nature of collateral or security item in the form 
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iv. Member bank collects paper of security item 

v. Approves loan 

vi. Disburses the approved amount 

Vii. Customer  withdraws and leaves. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.1   DFD Of existing System 
 Source: Field Work 
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System modeling is the process of developing abstract models of a system, with 

each model presenting a different view or perspective of that system, Eisenbart et 

al (2013).  

It helps the analyst to understand the functionality of the system and models are 

used to communicate with users. System modeling also can be a way to structure 

and organize data, it is wildly applied in different industries because it can be used 

easily by databases. Early modeling and analysis help companies to understand 

their needs and problems with potential solutions. 

It is created as representation of the information requirements of an organization.  

High Level Model (HLM) however conveys the core concepts and principles of an 

organization in a simple way, using concise descriptions. The key to a high level  

model is simplicity. But it should be clear enough so that a nontechnical person can 

understand it. In another word, the purpose of the high level model is to describe 

complex information in a simply way, using a concise description, not a vague one. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.3  HLM of Proposed System 
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Source: Field Work. 
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4.2.1.3 System   Architecture 

To implement a web application client-server architecture is required. The most 

popular client-server architectures are the two-tier and the three-tier architecture. 

The choice of architecture affects the development time and the future flexibility 

and maintenance of the application. While selecting the architecture most suitable 

for an application, many factors including the complexity of the application, the 

number of users and their geographical dispersion are considered. 

The LSMS is developed using three-tier client-server architecture with the 

presentation on the client side, the application on the web server and data 

management on the database (DB) as shown in fig 4.4. 
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Fig 4.4   System Architecture 

Source: Field work   
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From Fig 4.4, the first tier component is responsible for presentation and is the user 

interface. It is the part of the application which is visible to the user; it enables the 

input of requirements and the presentation of results. The user  interface to LSMS 

allows the user to interact with the system. It is a simple text-oriented interface. 

These client components enable the user to interact with the second-tier processes 

in a secure manner. 

 

The second tier also known as Application Server or Business Logic is the  middle 

layer of the model and  supports several client types .It assures the calculations and 

operations performed between input-output requirements and data. 

This tier manages the business logic of the application, and is permitted access to 

the third-tier services. Here most of the processing work occurs hence enabling 

client components to interact with data resources and legacy applications. Multiple 

client components can access the second-tier processes simultaneously, so this 

application logic layer must manage its own transactions. 

 

The third-tier which is the DB-server tier manages persistency of certain 

data/information and to execute the database transaction services. These services 

are protected from direct access by the client components. Interaction must occur 

through the second-tier processes. The DB is a collection of all data on loan 

securities needed by users. The DB was generated by interviews with loans 

officers, managers, and loans committees’ chairman and created using MySQL 

DBMS. 
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4.2.1.4 System Flowchart      

Flowcharting is graphical representation technique used to illustrate the control 
flow of a process. 

They represent business process as a sequential activity and have four key 

constructs such as activity, decision, start/end and sequence (arrow). Relationships 

are represented by sequence which represents control flow from one element to 

another and every element in flowchart is directly or indirectly connected to one 

another. Even though flowcharts may be too flexible as boundary of process may 

not be clear but also have significant strengths are: 

i. They can easily show overall structure of a system, can trace flow of 

information and can highlight key processing and decision points of a 

system. 

ii.  Flowcharts are flexible as they are simple to update and helps in easy 

identification of bottlenecks or inefficiencies where process can be 

improved   

iii.  Flowcharts are also very simple to use as limited set of simple notations 

exits for this technique.  

iv.  Communication ability of flowcharts is really good as it is easy to 

 understand the process they describe.  

For the purpose of this research work a detailed flowchart was used to  

demonstrate the flow of information in the system hence the name, system 

 Flowchart of the Loan Collateral-Security Management System (LSMS). The 

 flowchart of the LSMS started by launching a browser, as a web based  system.  

The site information is entered which will take the user to the home page where  

the user is expected to provide login details (username and password). 

The user credentials will be authenticated and allows only users created in the  

database to navigate into their work area while those without successful  
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authentication will be thrown back to the home page. The different categories of  

users are Master Admin, Normal Admin, Credit Officers and MCC/BCC. The 

 Master Admin and Normal Admin are the custodians of the application while  

the Credit Officers and MCC/BCC are the users from the member banks. 
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Fig 4.5:  System Flowchart 

Source: Field Work 
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4.2.2 Physical System Design 

Here the logical data structure is converted into a physical architecture in terms of 

database structures. The exact structure of the functions and how they are 

implemented is specified. The physical data structure is optimized where necessary 

to meet size and performance requirements. It also covers the program coding and 

testing.  

For the purpose of this work, the physical system design will be based on database 

planning, entity data model, user interface (inputs and outputs), program module 

specification and the program flowchart. 

4.2.2.1 Database  Planning:  
 
A Database is a collection of data that you can search through in a systematic way 

to maintain and retrieve information, Wikipedia (2016). 

There are various types of database but for the course of this work, Relational 

Database will be considered. 

A Relational data base is a database that represents data as a collection of tables in 

which all data relationship are represented by common values in related tables. 

A relational database therefore remains the most efficient means to store, 

manipulate and process information in the Loan Security Management System . 

The following are the tables or entities used in the database with their associated 
attributes. 
 

  guarantor 
  interbank_querry 
  loan 
  loan_approved 
  loan_customer 
  loan_disbursed 
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  loan_rejected 
  loan_security 
  member_banks 
  users 

 
 
Fig 4.6: Guarantor 

Source: DB 
Extract

 
 

Entity guarantor contains the following attributes: 

 

 guarant_Fname 

 guarant_Lname 

 guarant_sex 

 gauarant_DOB 

 guarant_Mstatus 

 guarant_Occupation 
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 guarant_Phonenum(pk) 

 guarant_accnum 

 guarant_ID(uk) 

 guarant_Bank 

 Loanapproved_ID(fk) 

 Loan_app_no 

Fig 4.7: Interbank-querry 
Source: DB Extract 

 
Entity Interbank_querry contains the following attributes: 

 querry_ID(pk) 

 querry_Subject 

 comment 

 loan_RejectedID(fk) 

 
Fig 4.8: Loan 
Source: DB Extract 
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Entity Loan contains the following attributes: 

 loan_id(pk) 

 user_id 

 bank_code(fk) 

 loan_name 

 loan_type 

 loan_INTRate 

 loan_tenor 

 
Fig 4.9: Loan_approved 
Source: DB Extract 
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Entity Loan_approved contains the following attributes: 

 Loanapproved_ID(pk) 

 Application_no 

 Acc_num(fk) 

 Approved_amount 

 Approved_tenor 

 Loan_disbursedID 

 Approval_date 

 Due_date 
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Fig 4.10: Loan_customer 
Source: DB Extract 
  

 
 

Entity Loan_customer contains the following attributes: 

 Application_no 

 Cust_Fname 

 Cust_Lname 

 Cust_sex 

 Cust_DOB 

 Cust_Bank 

 Cust_Acctnum(pk) 

 Cust_Loantype 

 Cust_Loanamt 
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 Security_ID(fk) 

 Picture 

Fig 4.11: Loan_Disbursed 
Source: DB Extract 
 

 
 
 

       Entity Loan_Disbursed contains the following attributes: 

 Application_no 

 Loan_disbursedID(pk) 

 Disbursed_amount 

 Loan_approvedID(fk2) 

 Cust_Acctnum(fk1) 

 Date_Disbursed 

 Expiry_Date 
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 Particulars 
Fig 4.12: Loan_rejected 
Source: DB Extract 

 

 
 
       Entity loan_rejected contains the following attributes: 

 Loan_rejectedID(pk) 

 Application_no 

 Guarant_ID(fk) 

 Loan_Purpose 

 Proposed_Security 

 Rejection_Reason 
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Fig 4.13: Loan_security 
Source: DB Extract 

 

 
 

Entity Loan_security contains the following attributes: 

 Application_no 

 Security_id(pk) 

 Security_type 

 Security_value 

 Security_name 

 Security_picture 
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 Loan_ID(fk) 

 Verification_code 

 Acc_num 

 
Fig 4.14: Member_banks 
Source: DB Extract 
 

 
 
 

Entity member_banks contains the following attributes: 

 Bank_code(pk) 

 Bank_name 

 Location 

 Email 

 Querry_ID(fk) 

 

Fig 4.15: User 
Source: DB Extract 
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Entity User contains the following attributes: 

 User_Name 

 User_Password 

 User_id(pk) 

 User_rank 

 User_code 

 Bank_Code(fk) 

 User_group 

 
4.2.2.2 Entity Data  Model 
This is the diagrammatical representation of the entities or tables used in the 

design of the database. It shows the relationship among the tables. 
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Fig 4.16: Entity Data Model 

Source: Field work. 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PK= PRIMARY KEY           
 FK= FOREIGN KEY           
 UK= UNIQUE KEY 

 

 

  
 
 
 

USERS 

User_Name 
User_Password 
User_ID(pk) 
User_Rank 
User_code 
Bank_Code(fk) 
User_group 
User_DOB 
 

INTERBANK_QUERRY 

Qerry_ID(pk) 
Querry_Subject 
Comment 
Loan_RejectedID(fk1) 
User_ID(fk2) 
 

LOAN_REJECTED 

Loan_RejectedID(pk) 
Application_no 
Guarant_ID(fk) 
Loan_Purpose 
Proposed_Security 
Rejection_Reason 
 

GUARANTOR 

Guarant_fname 
Guarant_lname 
Guarant_sex 
Guarant_DOB 
Guarant_mstatus 
Guarant_Occupation 
Guarant_Phonenum(pk) 
Guarant_Acctnum 
Guarant_ID(Uk) 
Guarant_bank 
Loanapproved_ID(fk) 
Loan_app_no 
 

MEMBER_BANKS 

Bank_Code(pk) 
Bank_Name 
Location 
Email 
Qerry_ID 
 

LOAN 

Loan_ID(pk) 
User_ID 
Bank_code(fk) 
Loan_Name 
Loan_Type 
Loan_INTRate 
Loan_Tenor 

LOAN_SECURITY 

Application_no 
Security_ID(pk) 
Security_Type 
Security_Value 
Security_Name 
Security_Picture 
Loan_ID(fk) 
Verification_code 
Acc_num 
 

LOAN_CUSTOMER 

Cust_Fname 
Cust_Lname 
Cust_Sex 
Cust_DOB 
Cust_Bank 
Cust_Acctnum(pk) 
Cust_Loantype 
Cust_Loanamt 
Security_ID(fk) 
Cust_mstatus 
Cust_phonenum 
Cust_resiadd 
Cust_homeadd 
Cust_national 
Cust_occupation 
Cust_lpurpose 
 

LOAN_DISBURSED 

Application_no 
Loan_DisbursedID(pk) 
Disbused_Amount 
Loan_appvedID(fk2) 
Cust_Accnum(fk1) 
Date_Disbursed 
Expiry_Date 
Particulars 

LOAN_APPROVED 

Loanapproved_ID(pk) 
Application_no 
Acc_num(fk) 
Approved_Amount 
Approved_Tenor 
Loan_DisbursedID 
Approval_Date 
Due_Date 
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Entity  Description: 

All attributes with PK in brackets are primary keys and those with UK are unique 

keys while those with FK in brackets are foreign keys that  references  both the 

primary keys and the unique keys. Some of the existing data in the old system were   

used while those that will create redundancy were removed. 

Member-Banks: This contains details of the microfinance banks that are 

recognized with NAMBS-Imo State. 

Users: Are people that can have access to the system, such as the users from the 

bank side and Administrators. 

Loan: This contains the details of the loan granted to the bank customer. 

Loan_Security: This has the details of the security or collateral provided by the 

borrower for loan. 

Loan_Customer: This contains the details of the person whom the bank gave loan. 

Loan_Disbursed: This contains the details of the loans that has been disbursed by 

each of the member bank. 

Loan_Approved: This contains all the loans whose approval had been gotten from 

each of the banks. 

Guarantor: This contains the information of the guarantor provided by the loan 

customer for any loan.  

Loan_Rejected: This houses all the loans that were not approved by the banks, and 

here their supporting securities are not added to the database. 
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Interbank_Querry: This contains all the comments and querries generated among 

the member banks. 

4.2.2.3   User Interface (Inputs and Outputs) 

The user interface is the only component of the application visible to the user. It 

transforms user queries and update requests into appropriate sequences of 

commands to the other LSMS components. The LSMS interface facilitates 

information transformation between user and servers, where the inference engine 

and database reside, in the following ways; 

(a) Serves as front end for entering loan security parameters 

(b) Provides features for extracting information stored in the DB. 

(c) Displays and illustrates the design structures upon user’s specific request 

 Some of the screens from which access is made in the LSMS can be listed. 

The first screen of the system is a welcome screen which takes the administrator 

and other users to their respective functionality screens as seen in fig  4.17 

 
Fig 4.17:   Welcome screen. 

Source: Extract from program 
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This screen allows in two types of users, the administrator and the loans officer 

from the member Banks.  

 

The administrator  

As an administrator, after entering the user name and the password, the login 

button on the welcome screen opens the second screen that gives the Main Menu 

for the administrator functionalities as shown in Fig 4.18 

 
Fig  4.18:  Master Admin Menu. 

Source: Extract from program 

The first function of the Administrator  is to create  users by clicking on ’Create 
User’ in the  master Admin  Menu as shown in fig  4.19. 
The users that will have access to the system are created in this menu. 
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Fig 4.19:  Form Create User. 

Source: Extract from program 
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The second functionality for Admin is managing the created users. Here, users  

passwords can be reset or changed and non existing users can also be deleted  from 

the database as seen in fig 4.20 

 
Fig  4.20: Form manage User 

Source: Extract from program 

 

 

The third function in Admin menu is adding member banks, these are the members 

of National Association of Microfinance Banks –Imo State Chapter as seen in the 

fig 4.21.The details of the registered banks are entered into the database from this 

menu, and there is room to enter more banks in the future.  
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Fig  4.21:   Form Add member Bank 

Source: Extract from program 

The fourth functionality in Admin menu is viewing the querries sent by the 

member banks. Here, there may be issues which a bank may  want  other  members 

to be aware of, such cases are logged in this menu as  seen in fig  4.22 . 
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Fig 4.22:   Form view Interbank Querry 

Source: Extract from program 

 

 

The fifth functionality in Admin menu is viewing the already added security of 

loan customers by the member banks as seen in fig   
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4.23.

 
Fig  4.23:  Form View Security 

Source: Extract from program 

The securities provided by the loan customers which are resident in the database can be viewed 

using this menu. 

 

 

The Administrator can also view all the member banks of the Association as seen 

in the fig  
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4.24.

 
Fig  4.24:   Form View member Banks. 

Source: Extract from program 

 

In  this menu, all the banks whose details are  already in the database can be 

viewed  by the system administrator using the menu in Fig 4.24. 

The last functionality in Administrator menu is viewing all the loans of the 
association. The running loans disbursed by the various banks can be seen in this 
menus as was shown  in  fig 
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4.25.

 
 

Fig 4.25:  Form view all Loans 

Source: Extract from program 

 

Another module in the LSMS is the credit officers from the Bank side. These 

people are responsible for appraising the loans of their institutions before the 

customers’ request are granted. Some of their functionalities are seen below. 

The first functionality of the credit officer is to add the information of a loan 

customer as seen in the fig 4.26. This menu captures the details of the customers to 

be given loan. 
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Fig 4.26:   Form Add Customer 

Source: Extract from program 

 

 

The details of the guarantor of the customer accessing the loan is captured by the 

credit officer in this menu as seen in the fig 4.27. 
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Fig  4.27:       Form Guarantor  

Source: Extract from program 

 

After the Guarantor information is captured, the security needed for the loan  

whose details has been captured earlier is verified to ensure that it has not been 

used before as seen in the fig 4.28. 
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Fig 4.28:     Verification of Security. 

Source: Extract from program 

 

After verification of security and confirmed that it is not existing in the database, 

the credit officer then makes his report to the management credit committee, 

recommending an amount to be approved for the customer  which can be printed as 

seen  fig 4.29(A) and  4.29(B). Fig 4.29(A) shows the recommendation of the 

credit officer, including the loan amount for approval while Fig 4.29(B) shows a 

printed form of the recommendation for approval. 
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Fig  4.29(A):   Form Credit Officer Report 1. 

Source: Extract from program 
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Fig 4.29(B):   Form Credit Officer Report 2. 

Source: Extract from program 

 

However, if the security has been used before to access loan, the credit officer on 

verifying the credit will get a “Failed Security Check”  indicating that it cannot be 

used  again as seen in the fig 4.30. This menu is used by the banks to ascertain the 

authenticity of the collaterals provided by the loan customers. When the details of 

the collaterals are updated, it will be successful if it is not in the database but if it 

already existing it will not enter the database by giving an error message that it is 

in use. 
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 Fig  4.30:   Form Failed Security Check 

Source: Extract from program 

 

The second functionality of Credit officer is Adding its Loan information to the 

database as seen in the fig 4.31. In this menu, loan information including loan type, 

tenure and names are entered from this menu. 
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Fig  4.31: Form Add Loan 

Source: Extract from program 

 

The third functionality of the Credit officer is viewing the Loans of its own Bank 

as seen in the fig 4.32.From this menu, each bank can view the number of loans it 

has disbursed. It is unique to a particular bank. One bank cannot see the loan 

volume of another bank unless from the system administrator. This is to ensure that 

member banks information are managed properly. 
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Fig  4.32:   Form View Bank Own Loans 

Source: Extract from program 

 

The fifth functionality of the Credit officer is sending queries to the database. This 

can be an alert to other member banks of any fake security so that they all will be 

at alert. This is seen in the fig 4.33.This menu allow the banks to share information 

among the member banks. 
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Fig 4.33:   Form Send inter-Bank Querry. 

Source: Extract from program 

 

Another Module in the LSMS is MCC or BCC users, these users are associated to 

each member Bank, and their function is to approve the loans already 

recommended by the credit officer. Once they login, they will see any loan waiting 

for approval , they will either approve or reject the loan as seen in the fig 4.34. 

The menu allow the approving authorities in the banks to approve or reject loans 

processed for it’s customers. Pending loans for approval are prompted once the 

MCC/BCC users logs on to the system with the details of the loan.  
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Fig 4.34:   Form BCC/MCC 

Source: Extract from program 

Approval Form from BCC/MCC can also been seen in the fig 4.35. 

 
Fig  4.35:     Form BCC/MCC-Approval Info. 

Source: Extract from program 
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Another Functionality of the BCC/MCC is to add the security of the approved loan 

into the database. This is seen in the fig 4.36. This menu allows the details of the 

collateral provided by the loan customer  to be added to the database. 

 

 
Fig  4.36:      Form Add Loan Security 

Source: Extract from program 

 

Another Functionality of the BCC/MCC is to disburse already approved loans and 

this is seen in the fig 4.37. Already approved loans are disbursed using this menu 

by the BCC/MCC of the member banks. 
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Fig  4.37:  Form Loan Disbursement 

Source: Extract from program 

 

4.2.2.4 Program Module  Specification 

The module specification shows the various modules that collectively  make up the 

entire LSMS. 

Administrator Module: 

In this module, member banks and users are created and managed. The database is 

also maintained in this module. 

Credit officer Module: 

Here, customer and guarantors’ information are entered from the member Bank 

area. The loan officer appraises the loan request of customers, verifies that the 

security provided are authentic and makes recommendation to the Management 

Credit Committee for approval. 
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BCC/MCC Module: 

This is an acronym for Board/Management Credit Committee. This  sect of users 

are responsible for final approval or rejection of loans recommended by the credit 

officer. They are also responsible for adding the loan security finally to the 

database before loan disbursements are made. 

The flowcharts shown in fig 4.38, 4.39, 4.40, 4.41, and 4.42 are for program 

flowchart, master admin module, normal admin module, credit officer module and 

BCC/MCC module respectively. 
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4.2.2.5 Program  Flowchart 

Main module 

      

 

 

 

                   

 
No 

 
             Yes 

 

 
No       
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Fig   4.38:   Program   Flowchart               

 Source: Field Work 
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Master Admin Module  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 Fig 4.39  Master Admin Module 

 Source: Field Work 
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 Fig 4.40:   Normal Admin Module 

 Source: Field Work 
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 Fig4.41:  Credit Officer  Module 

 Source: Field Work 
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 Fig  4.42:        BCC/MCC Module 

 Source: Field Work 
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4.3 System Requirements 

This system is designed basically for use with the Microsoft windows operating 

system. PHP was used for the interface and the database on MYSQL DBMS 

environments.  It is recommended that the computer on which this software   is to 

be installed contains at least 1GB of RAM and have an INTEL processor. The 

LSMS itself is small, occupying about 500KB of disk space. However, its size 

grows when the DB is populated. Therefore its size is partly determined by the data 

to be stored in the database. 

4.3.1 Functional requirements 

Functional requirements of this system capture the intended behavior of the 

system. This behavior may be expressed as services, tasks or functions the system 

is required to perform. This system registers and stores all information about loan 

securities in NAMBS-Imo state chapter member Institutions and rejects any 

intended security that is already registered. 

4.3.2 Non Functional requirements 

In contrast with functional requirements that specify specific behavior or functions, 

non-functional  requirements specify criteria that can be used to judge the 

operation of a system. The system however has : 

i. sufficient resources in terms of processor speed, memory, disk space and 

network bandwidth. 

ii. Good performance in terms of response time and run time. 

iii. Available  at all the times. 

iv. Is maintainable. 

v. Can handle several users simultaneously. 

vi. Security mechanism to authenticate authorized users and keep out 

unauthorized users. 

vii. Robust enough to recover from failure or crash.  
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viii. vertical and horizontal scalability to accommodate future expansions 

without losing  it’s current data and applications. 

 

4.2.3  User requirements 

User  requirements gives what the user desire or want from the system. Other 

than recording and storing loan security information, this system notifies the 

user, of any security item that is being used when it is provided for a second 

loan. 

 

4.4 Implementation and Testing 

Implementation  is where the system is made operational, installation 

proper and Procedure for system change over is done here.  

There are three methods adopted while moving from the old system to the 

new system and they are: 

i. Direct Change-over 

This involves automatic conversion of the old system  into the new 

system. 

ii. Parallel Change-over 

Here the old and new system  are run concurrently for some time before 

finally cutting off the old system. 

iii. Phased Change-over 

The change-over to the automated system starts with one unit or 

department before going one after the other to the next. 

 

However, for the purpose of this work, conversion from the old system to 

the new system is done in parallel so that any issue can be treated without 

much difficulty. 
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Testing: The system was tested module by module with the users, and 

errors noticed were corrected. The functionalities of the system was 

confirmed by the users and certified okay. The performance of the 

identified indicators was also determined by testing the hypothesis.   

4.4.1  Hypothesis Thesis 

T-test was used in testing the samples. T-Test is the most commonly 

used statistical techniques for testing a hypothesis on the basis of a 

difference between sample means. The t- test can be performed by 

computing the means, standard deviation, and number of data points 

or frequencies of the samples. 

T-test(t) =d-do = d-do………..eqn(1) 
         Sd  sd/√n 

Where d=∑(d/n)………………………eqn(2) 
 
Variance(s2

d) =∑(di-d)2………………………...eqn(3) 
   n-1 
 Standard deviation(sd)= √ s2

d……… eqn(4) 
 

Table 4.18: Hypothesis Testing on PAR 
  

Banks 

Manual 

(X1) 

Automated 

(X2) 

 

(x1-x2) (X1-x2)2 

1 28 2 26 676 

2 10 2 8 64 

3 6 5 1 1 

4 13 4 9 81 

5 22 5 17 289 

Total 79 18 61 1111 
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From table 4.18, T calculated is 2.85, approximately 3 and T tabulate 

(t.95) in the 4 degree of freedom is 2.13, approximately 2. 

Comparing both values, we observe that t-calculated is higher than t-

tabulated. Hence, we reject H0 and accept HA, and conclude that there 

is a significant difference between the old system and the new system. 

 

Table 4.19: Hypothesis Testing on Write off ratio 

  

Banks 

Manual 

(X1) 

Automated 

(X2) 

 

(x1-x2) (X1-x2)2 

1 37 3 34 1156 

2 33 4 29 841 

3 49 4 45 2025 

4 51 5 45 2116 

5 47 5 42 1764 

Total 217 21 196 7902 

 

From table 4.19, T calculated is 26.5, approximately 27 and T tabulate 

(t.95) in the 4 degree of freedom  is 2.13, approximately 2. 

Comparing both values, we observe that t-calculated is higher than t-

tabulated. Hence, we reject H0 and accept HA, and conclude that there 

is a significant difference between the old system and the new system. 

4.5 Result Discussions 

From the data presentations and hypothesis testing of portfolio at risk 

(PAR) quality, it was discovered that in the manual system, the PAR ratio 

calculated from the reports of the banks all exceeded the 5% prudential 

guideline of Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN). This indicated that banks 
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then were not complying with the regulatory guideline and recorded a 

high level of bad loans which were attributed to the inability of borrowers 

to provide good collaterals or security items for their loans. 

This was not the same with the PAR ratio in the automated system. Here, 

the calculated ratios for the banks were all within the stipulated 5% ratio. 

This indicated a high level of performance of the proposed system. 

Looking at the hypothesis comparism of the PAR ratios of the manual 

and automated systems  using chi-square. It was noted that t-calculated of 

3 was higher than t-tabulated of 2.1 which made us to reject H0 and 

accept HA and conclude  that there is a significant difference between the 

old system and the new system.   

On the other hand, the data presentation and hypothesis  testing of write 

off ratios calculated for the banks in the manual system was not in 

compliance with the regulatory standard. All ratios in the manual system 

exceeded 5% prudential guideline whereas it was not so with the 

automated system where the ratios were all within the 5% threshold. It 

went further to show that the banks have written down reasonable amount 

of loans in the manual system which has eaten up into their profit than in 

the automation. 

The hypothesis comparism of the calculated write off ratios of the manual 

and the automated system using chi-square. It was noted that the t-

calculated of 26.5 was higher than the t-tabulated of 2.13 which made us 

to reject H0 and accept HA and conclude that there is a significant 

difference between the old system and the new system. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0 SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Summary of Findings 

This work is centered on developing a Web Based Loan Security Management 

System for microfinance Banks. Its major aim is to solve the problem of using one 

security item to access  more than one loan from different Microfinance Banks. To 

this end, some indicators like the portfolio at risk (PAR) and Write of ratios were 

used to access the portfolio or loan quality of the banks. For PAR ratio, it was 

noted that the banks were not complying to the regulatory standard of 5% PAR of 

CBN  during the manual era which could lead to the revocation of their licenses, 

cutting short the aim of the stakeholders. 

Again the write of ratios for the banks during the manual process all exceeded the 

5% regulatory standard. It went further to indicate that the banks had written down 

large amounts of loans as a result of delinquency. This shows that the security 

items provided by the loan customers must have been used in some other banks 

making it difficult for the banks to dispose of such security in order to recover their 

money from the customers. 

writing off of loans in banks are done from the  banks profit, it then means that if 

they continue to use the manual process a time will come when their profits will be 

eroded and make the banks not to be sustainable and the next line of action will be 

for them to close shop which will affect depositors and shareholders fund. 

Comparing the automated system and the manual system, it was first discovered 

that the banks in the era of automation were complying with the regulatory 

standard as the calculated PAR and write off ratio for  the banks were all within the 
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5% threshold. Further analysis using chi-square showed that the proposed system 

was better than the existing system. This went further to indicate that duplications 

of security items common with the existing system has been taken care of with the 

proposed system. 

5.2 Conclusions: 

Good portfolio quality is the dream of every microfinance bank. This cannot be 

achieved if the security or collateral management systems in the banks are porous. 

The management of the security items provided by the loan customers must meet a 

certain standard and can be processed using an automated system for optimal 

performance.   

It therefore becomes important that microfinance banks under the umbrella of 

National association of microfinance bank-Imo State chapter should embrace the 

designed “Web Based Loan Collateral-Security Management System. This allows 

a uniform format of handling securities in the banks and enhances consistency in 

all the member banks.  

On implementation of the above  system, the National Association of Microfinance 

Banks-Imo State chapter  with it’s member Banks will have improved decision 

regarding Securities before loans are granted, thereby avoiding clashes on loan 

securities at time of recovery. This will however, improve the creation of quality 

loans which will reduce recovery cost, ease recovery process, reduce PAR  and 

loan delinquency rate in Microfinance Banks.  

5.3 Recommendations 

The sampled microfinance bank during the era of manual process of  loan security 

items, we not complying to the regulatory standard  of 5%  portfolio at risk (PAR) 
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ratio tolerable by the regulatory body. This if not controlled will continually bring 

sanctions to the bank and will one day lead to license revocations of the banks. It 

therefore become very necessary that all the microfinance banks under the 

umbrella of National Association of microfinance banks (NAMBS) Imo State 

chapter will embrace the use of  the designed “ Web based  Loan Collateral-

Security management system” as it has solved the problem of high PAR in the 

banks. 

Furthermore, the microfinance banks in the era of manual process were not 

complying to the regulatory standard of write of ratio, which is normally measured 

with the PAR ratio. 

The banks were noticed to have written down high volume of their loan portfolio 

within a short period. Knowing that delinquent loans  marked for written down are 

usually removed from the banks profit. High volume of written down loans 

indicates reduced profit. If the trend continues in the bank, the shareholders cannot 

share dividend, profit sharing among staff will be a thing of the past, depositors 

fund will continue to dwindle and the  financial sustainability of the banks will be 

drastically affected. It therefore become very important that  the designed “Web 

based  Loan Collateral-Security management system” be put to it’s intended use so 

that issue of collateral duplications in the banks will be controlled making it 

possible for the banks to recover any bad loan from the collaterals provided by the 

customer without having to write the loans down  as a result of default from their 

profit. 
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Appendix 1 

(Sample Reports and Outputs) 
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Performing search on a particular customer by providing account number 

and clicking on search. This report can also be printed. 

 

 

Report of all loan customers can also be viewed or printed. 
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Reports of the Guarantors can be viewed and be printed. 

 

 

Disbursed loans for a particular institution can also be viewed and printed. 
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Securities provided by borrowers can be viewed. 
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Already used security cannot be used again to access loan. If attempt is made, it 

will display a “ FAILED SECURITY CHECK” which indicate that it is existing in 

the database. 
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Appendix 2 

DATA COLLECTTION FORM INTERVIEW/ QUESTIONAIRE 

Name of the bank........................................................................................ 

Respondent……………………………………………………………….. 

Rank……………………………………………………………………… 

Please tick √ in the boxes provided. 

 

Question 1 What types of Collateral  do you accept for a loan? 

(a) Landed  properties (mortgages)                      

(b) Machinery                               

(c) Automobiles    

(d)  Trinkets                                                                        

(e) Animals                             

 

Question 2 What is your geographical limit of Collateral  in relation to the bank location? 

(a) Any where  in Imo State                         

(b) Within the metropolitan city of Owerri     

Question 3 Can you tell whether the intended collateral is in use in another bank  for a loan 

(a) Yes  

(b) No    

Question 4 How do you  know that  intended item  is being used elsewhere as a  collateral  for 

another loan? 

(a) During loan processing  

(b) During loan disbursement        

(c)  During recovery period          

Question 5 What do you do if you find out that the intended collateral is pledged elsewhere 

when you have already disbursed the loan   and cash withdrawn? 

(a) Start recovery even if it doesn’t  yield any effect  

(b) Allow customer go his way  

Question 6 What is your loan tenure/ period? 
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(a) 3 months   

(b) 6 months  

(c) 12 months  

(d) 36 months  

Question 7 What are your loan types? 

(a) Agricultural  Loan  

(b) Personal Loan  

(c) Group Loan  

(d) Asset acquisition 

Question 8 What is the category of your Bank? 

(a) Unit  

(b) State 

(c) National  

Question 9 How long has your Bank existed? 

(a) 6 months  

(b) 12 months 

(c) 18 months  

(d) Above 24 months  

Question 10 What is your customer base? 

(a) Above 500 but below 1000  

(b) Above 1000 but below 2000 

(c) Above 2000 but below 5000 

(d) 5000 and above 

Question 11 What is your loan volume? 

(a) Above 50 but below 100  

(b) Above 100 but below 200 

(c) Above 200 but below 500 

(d) 500 and above 

Question 12. Do you have strong internet facility? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 
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Appendix 3 

Code Listing 

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD 

HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN" 

"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd"> 

<html> 

<head> 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" 

content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1"> 

<link href="templatemo_style.css" 

rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" /> 

 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/orman.css" 

type="text/css" media="screen" /> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/nivo-

slider.css" type="text/css" media="screen" />  

 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" 

href="css/ddsmoothmenu.css" /> 
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                              <input name="password" 

type="password" id="password" /> 

                            </label></td> 

                          </tr> 

                          <tr> 

                            <td colspan="2" 

align="center"><label> 

                              <input name="Submit" 

type="submit" 

onClick="MM_validateForm('username','','R','

password','','R');return 

document.MM_returnValue" value="Submit" 

/> 

                            </label></td> 

                          </tr> 

                          <tr> 

                            <td 

colspan="2"><label></label></td> 

                          </tr> 

                        </table> 

                                              </form>                        

</td> 
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                        <td width="6%"><p align="left" 

style="line-height:18px; padding:10px; font-

weight:normal">&nbsp;</p> 

                        <p align="left" style="line-

height:18px; padding:10px; font-

weight:normal">&nbsp;</p></td> 

                    </tr> 

                  </table> 

                  <div class="box1"> 

                    <marquee> 

                    <h2 class="style10"><font 

color="#FF0000">Welcome to NAMBS-Imo 

State Chapter Loan Security Management 

System.</font></h2> 

                    </marquee> 

                  </div>                   

                  <p align="left" class="style11" 

style="line-height:18px; padding:10px; font-

weight:bold"><span class="style9"> 

</span></p> 

                  <p align="left" class="style11" 

style="line-height:18px; padding:10px; font-

weight:bold"> </p>                   
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                </td></tr> 

              <tr style="height:30px;"> 

                <td height="40" colspan="3" 

style="background-color:#2175bc;"></td> 

              </tr> 

            </table> 

            <p class="subtitle">jjjjj&nbsp;</p> 

          <!-- TemplateEndEditable --></td> 

        </tr> 

    </table></td> 

  </tr> 

</table> 

</body> 

</html> 
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